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Decision Guide For Partnership Research:
To Partner or Not To Partner?
Information for Lived Experience Experts
Partnership research is about meaningful collaboration between researchers and people with lived
experience of the topic. Lived experience experts might include patients or their family members.
Partnership research is especially helpful for ensuring the study being conducted is relevant and
valuable for the people it affects most.
Deciding to partner in research can be challenging for both the lived experience expert and the
researcher. Taking time to consider some key areas can help you make an informed decision about
whether partnering in a project is right for you. The following guide offers key information and
prompts for reflection to help you make an informed decision.
Begin by considering each question below and place an X along the sliding scale. Next, discuss
your guide with your potential research partner. The researcher should complete the Researcher
companion decision guide and discuss their results with you as well.
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Experience experts* are people whose own experiences have equipped them to become experts in a
certain area. These could be people with a handicap or illness or their family or friends, for example.
However, it is often the case that they have no input into projects and research which are aimed at
improving care. Projects just pass them by and their voices go unheard throughout the process.
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Be sure to ask the researcher what role they are seeking to ensure a good fit between yourself and the project.
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Do you understand your role and the role of others? What role fits best for you?
1.
I understand my role very well

I am unclear on my role

2.
I understand the role of other
team members very well

I am unclear on the role of
other team members

3.
After considering the different involvement
roles and talking to the researcher, the role
they are seeking matches for me

After considering the different involvement
roles and talking to the researcher, the role
they are seeking doesn’t match for me

Do you have the necessary knowledge, personal connection, and training?
4.
I have a lot of knowledge about the topic

I have little knowledge about the topic

5.
I have a close personal connection
to the topic

I have no close personal connection
to the topic

6.
I or my family member are similar
to the people the study is about

I or my family member are different
from the people the study is about

7.
I have the training and support I
need to partner in the project

I don’t have the training and support I
need to partner in the project

What further knowledge and skills might you need to partner in the research project (e.g., research
ethics training, confidence speaking in a group, conflict management):

Do you have time?
8.
I have a lot of time to offer to the project

I have little time to offer to the project
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9.
I have flexible days and times to offer

I only have specific days and times available

Are your personal values aligned?
10.
The research project aligns with my physical,
emotional, and spiritual values (e.g.,
comfortable with the topic, content,
intervention)

The research project does not align with my
physical, emotional, or spiritual values (e.g.,
uncomfortable with the topic, content,
intervention)

11.
I feel physically, emotionally, and spiritually,
safe to talk about the research topic

I feel physically, emotionally, or spiritually
unsafe to talk about the research topic

12.
The topic and partnering with researchers
does not trigger negative feelings for me

The topic and partnering with researchers
triggers negative feelings for me

13.
I would like to be financially compensated for
my contribution to the project

What personal barriers might get in the way
when partnering in the research project:

I would like to contribute to the project
without financial compensation

What personal facilitators might help when
partnering in the research project:

After considering the role, knowledge, time, values, and benefits associated with the research project,
it’s time to decide!
14.

Partnering in this research project
is a good fit for me right now

Partnering in this research project
is not a good fit for me at this time
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